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WHAT ARE BIODIVERSITY OFFSETS?

Biodiversity offsets compensate 

for unavoidable damage from 

development by providing 

measurable conservation gains 

and are considered the final 

option under the mitigation 

hierarchy
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PROJECT AIMS -

1. Develop an ecological – economic modelling framework 
simulating biodiversity offset trading

2. Understand variations in ecological quality and how these 
can be captured by the trading ratio / multiplier 

3. Identify how variations in market design change the 
ecological effectiveness and economic efficiency of the 
offset market

Two case studies: Forth Estuary (Scotland), River Tees and 
Estuary (NE England)



EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Key design parameters: what can we learn from tradeable 
pollution permit markets?

Compare ecological productive and economically important 
areas in case study areas

Does this offer potential for habitat banks to be created?



MOVING TOWARDS NET GAIN

➢ Commitment to housebuilding: 300k homes needed by mid 

2020s

➢ Planning system: 

➢ Contribute to and enhance the natural and local 

environment

➢ Minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gain 

in biodiversity where possible

➢ Habitat creation could be secured or delivered in advance 

of development through the use of habitat banks
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WHAT LESSONS CAN WE LEARN FROM POLLUTION 

TRADING TO HELP US DESIGN SUCCESSFUL 

BIODIVERSITY OFFSET MARKETS?

➢ provides an economic incentive for landowners to 

invest in biodiversity conservation

➢ minimises the economic costs of preventing future 

losses in biodiversity due to development 

Landowner generates credits

Credit purchase

Credit sale
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APPLICATION: TEES ESTUARY NE, ENGLAND



APPLICATION: INNER FORTH ESTUARY, SCOTLAND

Image from Inner Forth Landscape Initiative: 

http://www.thehereandnow.org.uk/inner-forth-landscape-initiative



THEORETICAL SET UP

Cap: no net loss or (preferably) net gain of a 

well – defined unit of biodiversity.

Demand: developers need to purchase 

credits to offset development activities.

Supply: landowners who convert patches to 

ecologically productive land (usually 

agricultural).

Credit price reflects the marginal cost of 

securing the offset.

= habitat

= agricultural land

= development 



APPLICATION: ECOLOGICAL MODELLING

➢ Describe how variations in habitat relate to variations 

in species density for waterbirds

➢ Results used parameterize the ecological quality of 

different locations to allow trade-off rates to be 

calculated → used in the economic simulation model

Requires 3 km2

Requires 1 km2



Predict species numbers 

based on current case study 

land use

METHODS: ECOLOGICAL MODELLING
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RESULTS: ECOLOGICAL MODELLING
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NEXT STAGES: ECONOMIC MODELLING

1. Opportunity cost for farmer 

to convert agric land to habitat

Gross 

margins: Farm 

Management 

Handbook

CEH 

Landcover 

Crops

2. For each species calculate 

how many “credits” conversion 

creates

Ecological 

model

3. Generate heat map of 

offset supply price

4. Plot average house price 

per square in the estuary

Assume we want an x% increase in total housing supply – can calculate how many offsets 

need to be bought for this x% increase in each square



ASSUMPTIONS

• Static problem

• Every new grid square developed must 

hold an offset credit

• No. players by the geographic extent of 

the market

• Assume credits are “banked” before they 

can be sold

Not considering (for now):

• Uncertainty, time lags and discounting

• No credit agglomeration

• Market power and transaction costs

• Not considering lags within species and 

the likelihood of species moving



CONCLUSIONS

Four key design parameters 

i) Policy targets and exchange currencies 

ii) Trading ratio 

iii) Market scale and trading volume

iv) Regulation

What design features of a biodiversity offset market impact performance and cost 

effectiveness of the tool (minimize the cost of meeting a biodiversity standard)?

Contact katherine.needham@glasgow.ac.uk 


